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Starting at Police HQ auditorium
At the Coast Guard MRCC
Coast Guard’s MRCC
Vesa showing the UN Code
Vesa & Timo inspecting the inside
Timo & the driver’s opinion
Thinking outside the box
Two-stripe Timo at work
Timo & Seppo after work well done
The Customs' eye
to de-briefing
Elsewhere in Turku, a real accident occurred.

The tracks gave way for a Russian chemical tank wagon.
Military Police blocks the road
Spreading the sawdust
Pumping the stuff into a truck
Rescue services at place
Lifting the wagon
The next day, a rescue exercise at the Port of Turku.

A lot of equipment was around.
Getting ready
Buttoning up
It’s about to begin
Making notes
Super Puma picks up the "injured"
CGV Uisko picks up the rest
The exercise also involved a visit to the Fire Brigade...
Smoke diver
At the Fire Brigade
Photo opportunity
...and to the ship simulator of the Swedish Navigation Institute (ÅNI) in Turku
ÅNI Ship simulator with Kurt
Rimanteat ÅNI
Afterwards we had sauna & BBQ at the Seamen’s villa in Ruissalo.
At bbQ with Jan
Rimante watching the ships go by...
...And go By...
Thank You for Your interest...
...and enjoy the evening!